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Adapted from the work “What is Chametz?” produced by the

London Board of Jewish Religious Education

Questions and Answers

Q What is Chometz?

A Chometz in our context is the Hebrew for food which contains fermented grain. It is
derived from the Hebrew root חמצ which means “to ferment,” “to turn sour,” “to
become leavened.”

Q What does “ferment” mean?

A Fermentation is the chemical process which causes a change in the appearance and
composition of certain foodstuffs. It actually refers to the breakdown of the
carbohydrates — that is, sugars and starches — in the food by minute organisms
known as moulds and bacteria, which, like mushrooms, belong to the fungus family.

Q How does fermentation come about?

A It occurs when some of the tiny spores, which are circulated by draughts and air
currents, just like dust particles, alight on the substance they feed on. If the
conditions are favourable, that is, the temperature is warm and the air is moist, the
tiny organisms get to work on the food and fermentation sets in.

Q What substances are affected in this manner?

A Only organic compounds, that is, those which contain certain carbon molecules,
namely, animal and vegetable derivatives. Metals cannot ferment, nor can minerals.

Q How does fermentation affect the appearance of food?

A In various ways. Try the following experiment: Take some Plasticine and form it
into a flat pancake. Wet it. Watch it. Nothing will happen — the liquid will have no
effect on the composition of the Plasticine.

Now take some flour, mix it with water and roll it out flat (not too thinly). If you
watch it carefully, you will observe, after a while, slight movement. Minute cracks
will appear, then blisters will gradually form. It is fermenting. Yeast will hasten this
process, and self-raising flour contains ingredients which will help the fermentation
along. When this happens, the mixture is “leavened.” This yeast ingredient (or the
bacteria) “leavens” the dough — it transforms it and (quite literally) raises it, that is,
makes it swell up.

Q What is yeast?

A The term “yeast” refers to one of the products of fermentation. When fermentation
takes place, some carbon dioxide is liberated (this causes the puffing-up of dough)
and in addition a residue is formed. This is yeast, which can itself be used to assist
further fermentation. It is used as an additive when baking bread, as it aerates the
dough, causing it to rise. Otherwise, the bread would remain a flat, heavy mass.

Q Do all foods ferment in the same way?
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A Not in the same way, no. When the juice of fruit ferments, tiny bubbles appear on
its surface. This can be prevented by the addition of certain chemical preservatives.
(Incidentally, the “bloom” you see on grapes is actually its yeast, which is present in
the atmosphere. As long as the grapes remain whole, this bloom will not affect
them but if the protective skin is broken, the grapes will begin to “ferment.” That is
why grapes are pressed or crushed to produce wine.)

Q If foods such as vegetables and fruit can ferment, why are we allowed to eat them
on Pessach?

A Because the term “Chometz” in connection with food forbidden on Pessach by the
Torah applies only to five specific types of grain.

Q How do we know this?

A The Mishnah (Pesochim, 2:5) tells us and enumerates these five species.

Q Which are they

A They are: 1 ,חיטה 2. ,שעורה 3. ,כוסמין 4. שיפון and 5. שועל שבולת .
While there is some uncertainty concerning the English translations of the last three
— they are usually taken to be spelt, rye and oats — they could be some other kinds
of grain. Nevertheless, it is agreed that the first two are wheat and barley.

Q But if we are not sure of the identity of these five kinds of grain, how can we
observe the Mitzvah of not eating Chometz properly?

A Because in practice we avoid all kinds of leavened grain therefore there is no chance
of eating any kind of leavened grain.

Q Why mustn’t we eat Chometz on Pessach?

A Simply put, because the Torah specifically forbids it — look in Chumash Shemos,
Chapter 12, Possuk 15. You can see that there are two Mitzvos here. In the first
half of the Possuk we are commanded to remove all Chometz from our premises on
Erev Pessach and in the second half of the Possuk we are forbidden to eat any
Chometz throughout the Yom Tov of Pessach. Moreover, in Chapter 12 Possuk 20,
the Torah even prohibits the eating of a mixture or preparation which, although not
consisting purely of Chometz, contains something which is Chometz. And not only
may we not eat Chometz; we are not even allowed to possess any.

Q How do we know that we mustn’t possess any Chometz?

A The Torah tells us this in two places. First, in Shemos, Chapter 12, Possuk 19 and
then again in Chapter 13 Possuk 7. From these two Pessukim it is quite clear that
we mustn't own any Chometz whatsoever and that there may not be any Chometz
anywhere “within our borders,” that is, even in premises other than our actual
dwelling place, too.

Q You said that we are commanded to remove all Chometz from our premises. Does
this include also the Chometz of our non-Jewish au pair who lives with us?

A No. She may bring her own Chometz into her own room during Pessach because
that room belongs to her and you have no connection with it. However, because
she must be careful to keep any Chometz out of the rooms occupied by the Jewish
family, it is obviously more practicable that all Chometz should be removed from the
whole house or flat.

Q What else does the Torah tell us concerning Chometz?

A In Shemos, Chapter 13, Possuk 3, the last three words of this Possuk teach us that
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we may not derive any benefit from Chometz, that is, we may not trade in it nor use
it, even not as our food, for example, as animal fodder, or in a poultice, or for
kindling a fire, or whatever.

Q Why is Chometz prohibited on Pessach?

A The Torah itself doesn’t state a specific reason, which itself is an indication that
there are many reasons for the prohibition. Indeed, many reasons have been put
forward. Some of them are more relevant to the events of Pessach when they
happened all those years ago when HaShem took us out from Egypt and the
miracles connected with that event. For instance, see Chumash Shemos, Chapter
12, Possuk 39 where it tells how the B’nei Yisroel left Egypt in a hurry and therefore
had no time to prepare proper bread, which needs some time to leaven and rise
before it is baked, for the journey out of Egypt — so strongly did the Egyptians urge
us to leave their country. In other words, the B’nei Yisroel ate Matzos because they
can be mixed and baked very quickly and they were hurried out of Egypt. (Matzos
are made of flour and water — that’s it! Not even salt is added.) This is the reason
given in the Haggaddah by Rabban Gamliel, who quotes that Possuk as evidence.
Furthermore, from Possuk 34 it can be clearly seen that the utensils used in the
preparation of dough for bread had already been packed up and the dough was
simply wrapped up in cloths and was dried by the sun into some sort of sun-baked
rusks. From these Pessukim we see that the Torah commands us not to eat
Chometz on Pessach so as to recall how we were given no time to wait for our bread
dough to rise before we left Egypt. That is, when the time for our Deliverance
comes at last, HaShem’s deliverance comes very quickly!

Another reason, also given in the Haggaddah, is that Matzoh is very much like the
pitta bread that we were given when we were slaves to Par’o in Egypt. Slaves were
not given the luxury food of leavened bread — we were only given flat cakes of
bread, heavy, stodgy, unleavened cakes of dough. Pessach is the anniversary of our
Redemption from Egypt so for the duration of this Yom Tov, the Torah commands
that we eat a non-Chometz replica of the flat, non-leavened pitta bread that we ate
as slaves in Egypt and this way re-live that experience by not eating any leaven for
the duration of Pessach, to better remember the slavery and conditions that G-d
saved us from.

Q What special precautions must we take to ensure that we do not transgress the
Mitzvos concerning Chometz on Pessach?

A Chometz on Pessach is a unique prohibition in that all of a sudden, when Pessach
arrives, an everyday food becomes very stringently forbidden. This takes some
getting used to! This explains the need for all the safeguards and precautions
concerning Chometz on Pessach. So, how to ensure that we do not transgress the
prohibition of Chometz on Pessach? Well, firstly, there is Bedikas Chometz. On the
night of Erev Pessach, that is, the night before the Seder Night, we make a thorough
search of our houses and all our premises with a candle to ensure that we have not
inadvertently overlooked any Chometz. There is a special Brochoh said before we
start the search which can be found at the beginning of most Haggaddos and also in
many Siddurim.

Q How can we carry out such a formidable task, to be rid of all the Chometz anywhere
in our possession, so close to Pessach — only the evening before Pessach begins?
Surely we need much more time!

A Well, actually, we do start clearing our houses, room by room, well before Pessach,
sometimes even weeks before Pessach! Then, as each room is thoroughly cleaned
out, we ensure that no food is allowed to be taken in, and we progressively reduce
the area to be finally cleared on the day before Erev Pessach. Food is usually
confined by then to the kitchen and dining-room only (or only the garden!). And
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quite right — we should not leave such an important duty until the last minute!

Q Why do we need a candle for Bedikas Chometz?

A Because we have to search in every corner and nook and cranny. That is, we are
really searching for crumbs and scraps of food we may have overlooked during the
general spring-clean.

Q Why do we do this search at night?

A Because a light is more effective in the dark than in daylight. But it is correct, of
course, to turn on the light in each room as we do the search for Chometz. If
necessary, one can use an electric battery torch for those places that need it. But
we still use a candle, too, because besides the practical reason of aiding the search
for Chometz, this search by the light of a candle or lamp recalls another symbol
spoken of in another Possuk.

Q What do we do with any Chometz which happens to be left over, that is, any
Chometz we won’t need for breakfast on Erev Pessach morning?

A After we’ve eaten breakfast on Erev Pessach morning, we burn the left-over
Chometz, together with any Chometz we found during Bedikas Chometz the
previous night. After burning it, we make a declaration relinquishing ownership of
any forgotten or undiscovered Chometz. The declaration is printed at the beginning
of most Haggaddos. This important declaration is called Bi’ur Chometz.

Q But food doesn’t burn easily.

A You can help it burn by using paraffin to wet some newspaper and card with it and
once the paper and cardboard are burning nicely we place the Chometz on the
burning paper or cardboard. But don’t pour paraffin directly onto the Chometz itself.

Q Why shouldn't we pour the paraffin directly on to the Chometz?

A Because the definition of Chometz is food that is fit to be eaten and once food has
been wetted with paraffin not even an animal would touch it! So in effect, we would
not be getting rid of Chometz and thus we would have lost out on this Mitzvah of
getting rid of Chometz by burning. All care must be taken to burn the Chometz well
away from a wooden fence or tool shed and never to add paraffin once the fire is
already alight: this is dangerous, as it might flare up. And don't use petrol.

Q Why not?

A Because petrol fumes are extremely inflammable (even more than paraffin) and can
suddenly and unexpectedly ignite, causing an uncontrollable flare-up or even an
explosion.

Q We live in a flat, so we haven't got a garden or backyard, where can we burn our
Chometz — what should we do?

A Find a corner in the communal yard and make a small fire. Or you can make the fire
in a friend's garden, or join in with someone who is burning their Chometz. Or ask
the Rabbi of the Shule whether you can burn your Chometz in the Shule yard. But
wherever it is, tidy up afterwards.

Q As Bedikas Chometz is a Mitzvah, and it comes only once a year, why don't
we recite the Berochah “Shehecheyonu” when we burn our Chometz?

A Several reasons have been put forward. According to one opinion, this search and
declaration is not separate but is closely connected with the Yom Tov of Pessach and
the Berochah “Shehecheyonu” for Yom Tov, which is said as part of the Kiddush,
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incorporates all the Mitzvos of Pessach, which includes also the Mitzvah of Bi'ur
Chometz. In the same way, we do not say “Shehecheyonu” for eating Matzoh at the
Seder, since this, too, is an integral part of the Yom Tov and is included in the
“Shehecheyonu” of the Kiddush.

Q Are there any other reasons?

A Yes, some authorities say that “Shehecheyonu” (that is, that we thank G-d for
preserving us in life and bringing us once again to this happy occasion) is reserved
for those practices which bring enjoyment and benefit, but when a person destroys
food, even if he’s doing so in compliance with the Mitzvah, he is not happy to lose
his Chometz. Because he would not be able to recite “Shehecheyonu” in sincere
happiness when he sees his Chometz burning, therefore he doesn’t say the
Berochoh at that point. It wouldn’t be honest.

Q We have learned that the first day of Pessach can occur on a Sunday, which means
that Erev Pessach would fall on Shabbos. In such a case, we cannot burn the
Chometz on Erev Pessach. How do we overcome this problem?

A You are right: such an occurrence can give rise to many complications. But it is a
rare event — Erev Pessach falls on Shabbos only about eleven times every century.
What to do? Briefly, we burn the Chometz on the Friday, the day before Erev
Pessach, and do the Bedikas Chometz on the previous Thursday night. There are
many other variations of the Dinnim necessary for Erev Pessach which falls to be on
a Shabbos, too.

Q This burning of Chometz leftovers is quite alright if I have small quantities of
Chometz to get rid of. But what do I do if I have large stocks of Chometz goods.
What can I do about it?

A The solution is that surplus Chometz may be sold to a non-Jew, thus becoming his
property. After Pessach, if he should so wish, he can sell the Chometz back to you
after Pessach. (But he does not have to do so and nor can you promise him that
you will buy it back. To do so would make the sale just a charade — and invalid.)

Q How can I do this sale?

A You can't. A document needs to be drawn up by an expert who is fully qualified in
Jewish law in order to ensure its validity.

Q Who is such an authority?

A Your Rabbi. Don't attempt a do-it-yourself job. Only a trained person is familiar
with all the legal requirements involved — much the same as those cases on record
of people trying to draw up their Last Will and Testament by themselves rather than
have it done by a properly trained lawyer, and the will has subsequently been
declared invalid by a judge due to incorrect wording or imprecise wording. Properly
trained experts can avoid such pitfalls. Similarly, only the Rabbi is competent to
draw up a properly worded Bill of Sale of the Chometz. Nevertheless and having
said this, there is a text of a Document of Sale of Chometz together with the
Schedule of the Chometz to be sold attached at the end of this compendium. But it
should only be used in an emergency and where you have no access to a Rabbi at
all. You will also have to explain to the non-Jew all that you are doing and why. If
at all possible, don’t do this yourself because a mistake can be very costly. If at all
possible, consult a Rabbi.

Q Do I sell direct to a gentile with this form?

A No. You, and others like you, by signing a document the Rabbi has prepared,
appoint him to act on your behalf to sell your Chometz to a non-Jew. Often, he and
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other Rabbis arrange to act together to sell the Chometz to a non-Jew, thus cutting
out the need for separate explanations and arrangements with any number of non-
Jews. This sale of the Chometz is known as “Mechiras Chometz.”

Q How do I know how much to charge for my Chometz?

A No money changes hands. At this stage, you have to assess the approximate
market value of the Chometz and the Rabbi notes this down in the Schedule of the
Chometz that will be sold.

Q Do I have to physically deposit my Chometz with the Rabbi?

A No, you place it in a room or attic or cellar or shed which will remain locked
throughout Pessach. The room must be one which nobody will need to enter during
the eight days of Pessach and the key must be available to the non-Jew, should he
want it. So either give the key to the Rabbi (if, for instance, you’re going away for
Pessach) or state on the Schedule of the Sale exactly where the key is kept (if it’s
your own address).

Q We have only a small flat and we have no spare room. What shall I do with my
remaining Chometz?

A In such a case you must consult your Rabbi, who will advise you how to overcome
your problem. The usual solution in this kind of case is that a part of a cupboard or
kitchen cabinet is set aside for all the sold Chometz and that part of the cupboard is
then wrapped up and taped up for the duration of Pessach. This location of the
Chometz is then described in the Schedule which is part of the Sale of the Chometz.

Q When should one sell the Chometz?

A Usually there are notices displayed in the synagogue notifying everybody of when
the Rabbi will be available for his congregation. Or the Gabbai announces it on
Shabbos.

Q What happens if I don't sell my Chometz?

A Any Chometz owned by a Jew during Pessach may not be used in any way after
Pessach: it is “Ossur b’Hano’oh,” that is, it is forbidden to derive any benefit from it
at all, ever. It is therefore most important to sell your Chometz. That’s what I
meant when I just said that a mistake can be very costly. Unfortunately, just
because the solution is so easy, some people make the mistake of thinking that
“Mechiras Chometz” can’t be important. But they are very wrong, and neglecting to
sell the Chometz can cost you dear.

Q What happens if during Pessach I discover some Chometz which I inadvertently
overlooked — what should I do?

A You must burn it outside in the garden. And don’t forget, you must not derive any
benefit from this burning, such as warming your hands by the heat of the fire. If you
can’t make a fire, crumble it up by hand using a rubber glove or something
(Chometz must not be directly handled on Pessach) and flush it down the toilet.

Q What if I find the Chometz on Yom Tov or on Shabbos?

A In such a case, it should not be touched, even indirectly, but it must be covered
over and left till Chol HaMoed when it should be burned or otherwise disposed of.
This is because on Shabbos or on Yom Tov it is “Muktseh,” and may therefore not be
moved at all.

Q Does one have to make the declaration relinquishing ownership when burning this
Chometz?
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A No. Remember that, together with the Berochoh recited after searching for
Chometz on Erev Pessach, the householder made the declaration in which he
formally renounced ownership of any unsold Chometz that might subsequently be
found in his possession. This declaration makes the Chometz found “Hefker,” that
is, it is ownerless and there is no need to make the declaration again. In fact, as it
is already ownerless, it makes no sense to declare it ownerless again — it’s not his
to make it ownerless!

Q Until when may we eat Chometz on Erev Pessach?

A The Mishnah sets the limit at the end of the first third of the day. Really, the Possuk
says that we have to get rid of all Chometz by midday but the Chachommim set the
limit earlier so as to protect us from mistakes. This is an example of the
precautionary “fence” that our Chachommim have put around the Mitzvos to protect
us from transgressing any prohibition of the Torah and to safeguard the Mitzvos of
the Torah. If Chometz was allowed up till the last minute, an error would mean a
transgression of the prohibition of the Torah. With this safety margin, however, we
are protected because even if an error did occur, the actual Torah prohibition will not
have been transgressed. (It’s pretty much the same thing as with the Shabbos
lights: one of the reasons that we light them a little earlier than the actual
commencement of Shabbos is just in case of a mistake.)

Q What did you mean, “up to the last minute” — until the evening?

A No. We learn from Shemos, Chapter 12, Possuk 15 that Chometz is forbidden from
midday of Erev Pessach. But see also Devorrim, Chapter 16, Possuk 3, where the
Torah says clearly that we may not eat Chometz with the Korban Pessach (the
“Pascal Lamb”) and in fact in Shemos, Chapter 23, Possuk 18 it says that we may
not bring the Korban Pessach if we even only have Chometz in our possession. As
the Korban Pessach was to be brought any time after noon on Erev Pessach, it
follows that the Torah forbids us to have Chometz from noon of Erev Pessach. Our
Chachommim simply erected a safeguarding fence to prevent us from inadvertently
transgressing the Torah’s prohibition.

Q How long is “a third of the day”?

A It varies from year to year but it’s usually about 10 o’clock in the morning. But
that’s in London, England. The exact time, called “Hafsokkoh” (that is, “Cessation”)
for other places will vary, obviously, and the exact time will be advertised in the
better kind of Lu’ach. (Incidentally, there is a different “Hafsokkoh” for stopping to
eat in the evening of Erev Yom Kippur.)

Q When should I burn the Chometz on Erev Pessach?

A Not later than an hour after the “Hafsokkoh.” It makes sense to do the burning of
the Chometz as soon after finishing breakfast as possible, in case it slips your mind
in all the excitement and other things that have to be done before Yom Tov.

Q Are there any special precautions to be taken at the midday meal on Erev Pessach?

A Not really, no. The meal consists of foods which are Kosher for Pessach, and we use
the Pessach plates and cutlery, etc. But there is no full Birchas HaMazzon.

Q Why not?

A Well, obviously we can’t eat bread and since we can’t eat Matzoh, either, we don’t
wash ידים נטילת על and we don’t make .המוציא Therefore there’s no full Birkas
HaMazzon.

Q No bread I can understand but why can’t we eat Matzoh?
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A We are not permitted to eat Matzoh on Erev Pessach so that when we do eat Matzoh
as commanded in the Torah it should be something new, fresh, novel. In fact, many
people have the custom not to eat Matzoh from Rosh Chodesh Nissan and some
don’t eat Matzoh from as far back as Purim. All so that eating the Matzoh at the
Seder night should be something new and exciting.

Q What foods other than bread are Chometz?

A Anything made from wheat flour: Biscuits, cake, breakfast cereals, lokshen,
custard, baby rusks, Matzoh.

Q Matzoh!?

A Yes, Matzoh which is not certified as Kosher for Pessach must be assumed to be
Chometz. In addition, many foods, although not actually Chometz themselves, may
contain Chometz. Mustard powder, for example, as well as sausages, contains wheat
flour as an additive or bulking agent. Sausages which are Kosher for Pessach contain
Matzoh-meal instead of wheat or cornflour.

Q What is Matzoh-meal?

A Matzoh-meal is baked Matzoh which has been ground up into powder (or “flour”).
(The word “meal” is a corruption of the German word for flour, “Mehl.” Strictly
speaking, flour is the product of grinding-up grain, not grinding-up baked Matzoh.
Nevertheless, it is called “Matzoh-Mehl.”) The fact is that once flour has been
kneaded with water and quickly baked into Matzoh, it cannot become Chometz, even
if it is later ground-up (into “Mehl”) and then wetted again. That’s why it is so
useful in Pessach cooking. (This wetting again is called “Gebrokts” in Yiddish, or in
Hebrew “Sheruyah,” which is “soaked” in English.) But there are some who are
particular not to wet even Matzoh-meal because of the worry that there might have
been a small amount of flour in the Matzoh which was never wetted and therefore
not baked properly and therefore it can indeed become Chometz when it is wetted,
simply because it was not wetted before. All this extra caution is the conscientious
effort to fulfil the quite unique Mitzvos of the Torah concerning Pessach, namely,
“You shall guard the Matzos” and the prohibition against any Chometz on Pessach.
Nowhere else does the Torah itself command us to take care in this way and that’s
why in the case of Matzoh and things to do with Pessach there is so much extra
stringency.

Q Can drinks contain Chometz?

A O, yes! Beer contains malt, and almost all alcoholic drinks likewise, unless certified as
not containing Chometz, are assumed to contain Chometz.

Q Why, what is malt?

A Malt is prepared from barley which, you will remember, is one of the five kinds of
grain which can become Chometz. Some kinds of vinegar, too, are made from malt
and that’s why on Pessach we use “wine vinegar” as a condiment and “white acid”
for pickling. Whiskey and gin and most other alcoholic drinks are forbidden on
Pessach as these are distilled from grain. Alcohol is a product of the fermentation of
grain. “Marmite,” don’t forget, consists mainly of yeasts (and salt) and various
other spreads which contain vinegar or alcohol are all forbidden on Pessach unless
they have a Hechsher.

Q What about brandy?

A Brandy is distilled from wine, which in turn is fermented grape juice. Remember that
only fermented grain is the Chometz forbidden by the Torah.
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Q But if so, why, then, do wine and brandy have to be Kosher for Pessach? They’re
not grains and they don’t contain grains, do they? Nor are they derived from grains,
like whiskey — so why the need for a Hechsher?

A The answer is that almost all foodstuffs, even those not containing Chometz, need a
Hechsher for Pessach. Because besides the actual ingredients, on Pessach there is
the additional worry of the packaging and transportation, too. They must be
specially supervised to ensure that they have not even come into contact with
Chometz during their manufacture, during their processing and during packaging.
Such products include milk, butter, cheese, jam, honey, tea, coffee, condiments,
margarine, oil, confectionery, spices, soft drinks, etc..

Q If certain products not containing Chometz, for example, dried fruits, are not
obtainable under supervision, what should one do?

A Go without them for eight days. You won't starve!

Q You said that cakes and biscuits are Chometz, yet they are obtainable on Pessach!

A Well, of course! They are specially made of Matzoh-meal or nuts or potato flour.

Q What is potato flour?

A Potato flour is prepared from potatoes. Because it’s not obtained from the kinds of
grain, and potatoes are not included in beans and pulses, therefore it is widely used
on Pessach in all kinds of foods.

Q How do I know if a food or commodity is supervised for Pessach?

A It must bear the label of the Rabbinic Authority that has supervised the manufacture
of the food testifying that it has complied with all the requirements. This label is
called a “Hechsher” and it is your guarantee that a representative or supervisor
(today, besides knowing all the pertinent Halochos, the supervisor has to be a well-
informed and learned food technologist) who is appointed only by one of our Batei
Din, was present during the manufacture of the foodstuff or food or drink to ensure
that all the necessary precautions were taken at all stages of the manufacturing
process and the subsequent packaging. Remember that the seal must be that of a
recognised authority. This applies even to Matzos.

Q Does all food need a Hechsher?

A Fruit and vegetables (as long as the shopkeeper does not cut them with a knife) do
not require a Hechsher, although they should be thoroughly rinsed before eating or
cooking. Meat bought from a Kosher butcher does not need a special Hechsher for
Pessach as the butcher is required by the supervising authorities who certify the
Kashrus of his meat products to use special knives and mincers and implements
which he uses only for Pessach. When buying fish, don't let the fishmonger scale or
cut it with his own knives and scales removers — do it at home yourself.

Q How will I know exactly which items are available this Pessach?

A The Beth Din publishes comprehensive lists in the Jewish press during the weeks
leading up to Pessach. Especially useful and reliable as a guide to permitted and
forbidden foods is the publication “Kashrus News” which appears each year before
Pessach and is revised regularly to keep it up to date. It is obtainable from Jewish
bookshops.

Q Why are provisions dearer on Pessach?

A Firstly, many foods which during the year are permitted without a Hechsher, comes
Pessach, they need a Hechsher. Salt, sugar, spices, and suchlike don’t need a
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Hechsher all the year round but they do need supervision — and the Hechsher which
attests to that supervision — on Pessach. That means that someone has to be there
in the factory — and that “someone” needs to be paid. The seal on the packets (the
Hechsher) must be applied by the official who is accredited by the Rabbinic
authority, or only when he gives the go-ahead that this particular batch or
production run complied with all the requirements to make it “Kosher for Passover.”
He is called a “Shomer” because he exercises stringent surveillance. In reality, our
Shomerim are the unsung heroes of the Jewish People in that we can go into a
grocery shop, pick an item off the shelf and just check that it has the Hechsher and
we cantake it home and eat it relying completely on his certification that it is Kosher
and I h know that I have complied with all the requirements of the Torah as regards
this food. Who says so? The Shomer! He must be a man of absolute integrity,
pious and upright and often his duties mean he is far away from home in some far-
away place, working all hours of the day or night — and all so that I can eat this
particular product with complete ease of mind that it is Kosher! But, as said, he
must be paid, and this adds to the cost of the article. Moreover, either new utensils
and machinery are used, or plant in current use has to be skilfully cleaned just for
Pessach, which often means lost production time for the factory, too — which has to
be paid for. This all adds to the cost of production, and the extra expense involved
is absorbed into the price of the commodity. It is therefore almost inevitable that
food will cost more on Pessach.

Q Why can’t the manufacturer bear the cost?

A Many of the firms are non-Jewish concerns. They cannot be expected to incur a
financial loss on account of a Jewish festival! And even if it is a Jewishly-owned
factory — why should they have to subsidize their customers?

There are some people who complain that Pessach generally is so expensive. But
they forget that there’s a pretty simple reason why this should seem to be so. You
see, usually, all the year round, when we go shopping for groceries, it’s basically a
topping-up exercise. One week, for example, we need to buy-in, besides the things
which we always buy fresh, some more cereals, and tomato puree, and sugar. The
next week, we’ll buy-in jams and condiments and cheese-spreads — but I don’t
need cereals and tomato puree and sugar because I bought those last week. And so
on. When Pessach comes, however, we have to buy-in everything in one fell
swoop. And on top of that, we have to remember that a lot of what we buy-in for
Pessach, of course will be for quite a time after Pessach, too. Jams, spreads, spices,
etc., are not usually used up within the week of Pessach. So when we count up the
cost of Pessach, we have to remember that the cost of Pessach is also for beyond
Pessach. But we digress!

Q You mentioned just before about potato flour not being beans and pulses. Why
don't we eat beans on Pessach?

A Beans, peas, rice, lentils, maize and similar species, known as legumes, or pulses,
called “Kitniyyos,” are generally not eaten by Ashkenazi Jews, although we may
benefit from their use. Now, since they are not of the five species of grain, they
cannot become Chometz — their prohibition is purely a safeguard. The custom not
to use Kitniyyos arose because they are often stored together with wheat (or barley)
and might become mixed with them. Furthermore, flour milled from these legumes
is often indistinguishable from that of the “five varieties” of grain. In addition,
certain diseases warp wheat, rendering its kernels similar in appearance to those of
other grains. Therefore, ALL grains are banned to prevent the possibility of
inadvertently using on Pessach wheat or barley (or any of the five kinds of grain)
which might have become wet and become Chometz.

Q But do we still make flour from beans nowadays?
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A O, yes! Soya flour is in common use. Soya beans are similar in appearance to the
beans you see in tins of “baked beans,” (these are haricot beans, incidentally) and
soya flour looks like wheat flour.

Q Suppose I become ill, what about medicines?

A Any prohibition in the Torah is disregarded in order to save a person's life.
However, in cases of minor ailments, inquiries should be made from your doctor or
chemist concerning the composition of medicines. Some tablets might contain a
starch basis to bind them. Starch can be obtained from wheat and is therefore liable
to the prohibition of Chometz, or it is obtained from corn (that is, corn-on-the-cob,
properly called maize) and is forbidden because of the customary ban on Kitniyyos.
A section of “Kashrus News” is devoted to medicaments on Pessach, and you will
find in it answers to most of your questions.

Q Might toilet requisites and cosmetics contain Chometz?

A Yes. And although we don't eat them, they would come under the prohibition of
possessing Chometz or a mixture containing Chometz. (Also, applying things
directly to the skin and absorbed is considered the same as eating the stuff.) Some
dry shampoo powders contain starch, and some talcum powders contain Chometz.
Again, you will find all the information you require in the current issue of “Kashrus
News.” (By the way, don’t use the previous year's edition of “Kashrus News” as it
could be inaccurate due to changes in manufacturing processes.)

Q How will I feed our cat?

A Tins of pet food contain a quantity of cereal, so although your cat may eat the
contents, (the laws of not eating Chometz are not commanded to animals!)
nevertheless, you may not possess them nor may you benefit from Chometz on
Pessach and if you feed your pet Chometz on Pessach you have saved yourself the
expense of feeding it non-Chometz. So, feed pets on leftovers and scraps. Your pet
won’t mind eating Pessach food leftovers! “Kashrus News” deals with this problem
and lists foods which can be fed to pets, including goldfish and budgerigars. In case
of doubt, ask around among other pet owners.

Q What about special utensils for Pessach?

A Every Jewish home should have a separate set of utensils and cutlery for Pessach.
They are stored away during the year so that they cannot come into contact with
Chometz. Otherwise, the year-round cutlery and utensils have to be “Kashered” to
make them suitable for use on Pessach.

Q What is “Kashering”?

A The word means to make a vessel or utensil or food implement or anything that
comes in direct contact with food suitable, or “Kosher” for use with that food.
Kashering can be quite involved and thankfully today it is hardly the necessity that it
was in the poverty of past generations. There are three basic degrees of Kashering
but as a general rule, the Kashering process will fit the article’s previous use. So, if
a pot was used on the fire, to Kasher it will mean that it has to be Kashered in fire.
If the article’s previous use was only with hot foodstuffs, then its Kashering will not
require the application of fire or flame but it will need to be dunked in boiling
(literally, that is bubbling) clean water and then dunked in plain cold water. In all
cases of Kashering, the first thing is that the article has to be set aside and not used
for a full twenty-four hour period. Then it has to be cleaned absolutely brand-new
clean. And then it is Kashered. As said, today’s general standard of living makes
the real need to Kasher a rarity but it is still done for silver Bechers and for stainless
steel sinks.
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Q Can all utensils be “Kashered” for Pessach use?

A In certain circumstances and under certain conditions, if they are of metal or
ordinary glass, they can be “Kashered,” yes. “Pyrex,” earthenware and china cannot
be “Kashered.” Also, vessels and cutlery that have a joint, for instance, their
handles are glued on, do present problems.

Q I have a pan that I’d like to use on Pessach. What should I do?

A That’s exactly what I meant! Pots and pans are more complicated. You should ask
your Rabbi. He has studied this subject and related subjects for years and he is
therefore the expert in these matters. It makes good sense to ask his advice just as
you would consult with any expert in a specialized field. There’s nothing to be
ashamed of!

Q What about glass tumblers?

A Ask your Rabbi!

Q What about using detergents and washing-up liquid on Pessach?

A Supervised detergents are available.

Q You showed me where the Torah forbids the eating and possession of Chometz over
Pessach. What about the positive Mitzvah of eating Matzoh? First of all, is it an
obligatory Mitzvah to eat Matzoh on Pessach? Can one not subsist entirely on, say,
meat, fish and vegetables without eating Matzoh?

A Well, from Shemos. Chapter 12, Possuk 18 you will see that it is obligatory to eat
Matzoh on the first day of Pessach. This applies to the Seder Night, when we say
the special Berochoh for eating Matzoh immediately after the usual Berochoh of
הארץ מן לחם .המוציא (On all other occasions, throughout the Yom Tov of Pessach, we
say only the Berochoh הארץ מן לחם המוציא before eating Matzoh. After all, on
Pessach, Matzoh is our bread.) But if you really don’t like it, during the rest of
Pessach one may abstain from eating Matzoh.

Q How much Matzoh must one eat at the Seder?

A An amount having at least the volume of an egg each Seder Night: a half of the
volume of an egg taken from the top Matzoh and a half of the volume of an egg
from the middle Matzoh. (Half the volume of an egg is equal to the volume of an
olive.)

Q What qualifies as Matzoh?

A Matzoh is simply flour and water.

Q Can one use other liquids besides water?

A In Devorrim, Chapter 16 Possuk 3, the Torah refers to Matzoh as “the bread of
poverty” (or “the bread of affliction”) that is, the bread that was given to slaves. If
we used eggs or fruit juices or milk to make Matzoh, it could hardly be considered as
“bread of poverty,” so it follows that this is not the kind of Matzoh that we could use
at the Seder. But it is perfectly in order to eat this kind of Matzoh during Pessach.
In fact, there is a considerable range of “rich Matzoh” (as it’s called in the
Gemorroh) available for Pessach use. But not at the Seder.

Q Can one use any other flour other than wheat flour for Matzoh?

A One can use any flour milled from any of the five kinds of grain whose flour can
become Chometz. (In fact, special Matzos are made from one of the other kinds of
grain for those people who cannot eat wheat flour Matzos.) But because we are not
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absolutely sure about three of those five kinds of grain, in practice nowadays for the
general public, Matzoh is made using only pure, unadulterated flour milled from
wheat, kneaded with plain water.

Q But if we mix water with flour, didn’t you say that that becomes Chometz?

A Yes, it would do, if the mixture was left to ferment. And even wheat flour doesn’t
become Chometz immediately on contact with water, you know! The mixture needs
a minimum time — eighteen minutes, as a matter of fact — in which to ferment and
we don’t allow the mixture to stand for anywhere near that time because we work
that mixture all the time. As long as the mixture is being worked, that is, it’s being
kneaded, it simply cannot become Chometz, even if it’s longer than eighteen
minutes. On top of that, we are extra stringent and, firstly, from the moment the
water is introduced to the flour, we knead the dough all the time without let-up.
And secondly, the whole process, from the time of the water being mixed into the
flour till the dough is kneaded, rolled into round cakes of flat dough, pierced with
perforaters, and put into the oven and taken out of the oven, finished — we make
sure that the whole process is done within half of the time of eighteen minutes, so
as to comply with even the strictest opinion!

In addition, of course, before the whole process starts, the flour is guarded and is
kept quite separate so that there’s no chance of any moisture affecting the flour
before the manufacture of the flour into Matzoh. So, from the time that the wheat is
milled into flour, it is guarded. In fact, some people are even particular that the
wheat grains themselves should be guarded from moisture from the time of
harvesting. The first is called טחינה" משעת "שמורים — “Guarded from the time of
milling” and the second is called קצירה" משעת "שמורים — “Guarded from the time of
harvesting.” Look out for which kind your Matzos are — it’s marked on the box.
And there are other safeguards against fermentation happening, too.

Q Such as?

A Because fermentation occurs in warm, moist conditions, therefore the water that is
used in Matzoh-baking is cold. To ensure that it is naturally cold, it is drawn the
evening before and kept overnight in a cool and dark place before it is used. That’s
why the water is called, שלנו ""מים — “water which has overnighted.”

Q Why are Matzos so thin?

A This is to ensure that the heat of the oven reaches every particle of the dough
mixture and is baked properly. (Remember, once the wheat flour and water mixture
is baked, it can never become Chometz.) That’s also the reason that the Matzos are
perforated: perforation doesn’t allow a Matzoh to swell up, perhaps leaving the
inside not so well-baked. But we should be aware that there are some communities
of Jewry, mainly Sefarradim, who do know how to make thick Matzos and there is
no worry about their not being baked throughout. It’s just that those who don’t
know this method — the Ashkenazzim — don’t have this as their tradition any more.
Tradition plays a very important part in Judaism, as you know.

Q Can you describe the whole Matzoh-baking process, please?

A Which one do you mean, the hand-baked Matzos or the machine-Matzos?

Q Both!

A Here’s the hand-baked process: First, the flour and water are carefully mixed
together and thoroughly kneaded. As a matter of fact, the dough is very dry: you’d
be surprised to see how little water is actually used to knead the particles of flour
together! The lump of kneaded dough is then broken into smaller pieces and these
are then distributed to various people round the table who roll them out into a
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circular Matzoh with their rolling pins. Each Matzoh is then passed on to the
perforator and then quickly passed on to the person who places it carefully but
quickly in the oven. (With Matzoh-baking, hand or machine, speed is of the
essence.) After a very short time, the baked Matzos are quickly removed from the
oven and allowed to cool and then wrapped in paper and packed into boxes.
Throughout the process, which takes about nine minutes from beginning to end,
there are supervisors watching and constantly checking that everything is being
done correctly.

With machine-baked Matzos, the well-kneaded flour and water mixture, perhaps
even drier than with the hand-baked method, passes between a succession of sets
of rollers which eventually result in a sheet of dough of the correct thickness. The
dough proceeds along a conveyor belt under a revolving spiked drum which
perforates it. It then passes through a set of revolving blades, or a type of guillotine
which automatically rises and falls at pre-set intervals, which cuts the strip of dough
into sections. These are the Matzos we know. The moving belt, which has a non-
stick surface, then enters the oven and moves slowly through it during which time
the Matzos are baked. Finally they emerge from the other end of the oven and
move along to the packing department. In both methods, ”Challoh” is taken from
the dough before it is made into Matzos.

Q Challoh!? Isn’t Challoh the special white bread that we eat on Shabbos? So what do
you mean when you say that “Challoh is taken from the dough before it is made into
Matzoh”? What is Challoh?

A In Chumash Bemidbor, Chapter 15, Pessukim 19 and 20, the Torah commands that
whenever we bake a sizeable amount of bread, we are to separate a loaf and give it
to the Kohen. This Kohen’s loaf is called “Challoh.” Now, in previous times, the
Jewish housewife used to bake fresh loaves on Friday in honour of the Shabbos and
it was probably because of this Mitzvah of “taking Challoh,” that the special bread of
Shabbos came to be called by the misnomer “Challoh.” This Challoh belongs to the
Kohen but it may not be eaten in a state of Tum’oh and therefore there is no point
in giving it to the Kohen as today we are all considered as Tomay. Therefore, it
would be a waste to bake a nice loaf of bread and give it to the Kohen because he
dare not eat it. For that reason, we separate the minimum amount of the dough
and it is simply burned — usually, if this is possible, in the very oven where the
dough from which this token amount of Challoh has been taken, is being baked. As
we don’t have the Beis HaMikdash (yet) the Chachommim ordained that this Mitzvah
should be done in this way so as to remember the Mitzvah of separating Challoh.
The woman who separates the Challoh (it is one of those Mitzvos which are the
special privilege of the woman) makes a Berochoh before separating the piece.
That’s what “separating Challoh” or “taking Challoh” means.

Q If everything has to be done so quickly once water is introduced to the flour, why
don’t we save a few moments and take Challoh from the flour before it is mixed
with the water?

A That’s because the Mitzvah of taking Challoh doesn’t apply to flour — the Mitzvah is
to separate Challoh from dough, not flour.

Q How long does the whole process of baking Matzos take, from the mixing of the flour
with the water till the removing of the baked Matzos from the oven?

A During the whole process of mixing, kneading, rolling, perforating, cutting up and
baking, the dough must not be left alone, that is, not being worked upon, for a
period exceeding eighteen minutes, otherwise fermentation sets in. So, by keeping
the dough worked constantly, we don't give it a chance to ferment and become
leaven. To be on the absolute safe side, we make sure that the whole process, from
beginning to end, does not take as much as eighteen minutes. Because of anxiety
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by some Halachic authorities that the time limit is much, much less, most Matzoh
Shemuroh (meaning “Guarded Matzoh”) is today made — from beginning to end —
in half the time limit, in other words, within nine minutes!

Q Many Matzos are manufactured in non-Jewish factories, so how can we be sure that
they are not contaminated by Chometz?

A Before being sanctioned for baking Matzos intended for Pessach, the tables and all
the other surfaces, and all the implements used in making the Matzos are all cleaned
thoroughly, from top to bottom, under the supervision of specially-trained
Shomerim. It goes without saying that no Chometz is allowed into the factory. All
workers have to change their outer garments before entering and they are robed in
special plastic disposable clothing. The smallest crumbs that might break away
during the baking are straightaway blasted away with air guns or suctioned off.

Q Can you please explain what is Matzoh Shmuroh?

A As we’ve mentioned before, “Shmuroh” means “guarded” and there are different
degrees of “Shmuroh.” In Shemos, Chapter 12, Possuk 17, the Torah commands us
to “watch the Matzos.” The meaning of this instruction is that the flour that is used
to make Matzos shall be guarded against the slightest moisture from the time it is
milled. This is the basic standard of “Shmuroh.” However, some Matzos are made
of flour which is protected from the moment the wheat is ripe, long before it is
milled. This is called, “Shemuroh Mishaas Ketziroh,” that is, “guarded from the time
of harvesting.” It is a good thing and much preferred to eat such Matzos at the
Seder.

Q Are there any other things I ought to know?

A Yes. Don't unpack your Pessach utensils and the Pessach groceries and foods until
Erev Pessach, after the last remnants of Chometz have been burned. Also, buy a
new toothbrush for Pessach!

Finally, I wish you “a Kosher Pessach.”

Q Pardon?

A This is the traditional greeting that we use for each other on Pessach. It expresses

the hope that, having worked so hard prior to the Yom Tov and with all the extra

expenses of the Yom Tov of Pessach, we should not find any Chometz in our

possession during Pessach and that we should not accidentally or unknowingly come

to eat any Chometz on Pessach. On the contrary, we greet each other confident

that we will fulfil all the instructions of the Torah, of our Chachommim and of our

sacred traditions and that our Divine service is pleasing to HaShem.


